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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
The long hot summer is certainly upon us, as each day swelters above the 30 degree mark. This time of year signifies our
February Bass Catch. I am extremely excited about this event, more so than in previous years due to the new camping
facilities, it certainly makes the event much more accessible and enjoyable at this time of year. I look forward to seeing
everyone there.
I would like to take a moment to reflect upon some of the many great features of Bass Sydney. Essentially the club, in my
humble unobjective opinion, is a great, eclectic collection of people whom not only share the same passion, but I consider
mates & good friends, a very rare thing in today’s society. Indeed. I have really enjoyed my time with the club and as I get
older & look back at the trips I have had with great fondness and really enjoy the limited time I do have a hell of a lot more.
The club has grown from strength to strength in the last few years on the back of some extremely solid work by a range of
individuals. At present the club is flourishing and continuing to grow nearly exponentially in a range of areas. Memberships
are on the increase, environmental work is increasing, club activities increasing, range and diversity off events on offer to
Bass Sydney members is phenomenal with so many exciting opportunities being thrown up almost weekly.
As President I could not be prouder to be a part of such a wonderful well-run organisation. As my tenure comes to a close, I
look upon my time in office with incredible pride & fondness. It really has been a wonderful time, and I know the Future
will continue to provide good things to Bass Sydney. Regards & tight lines.
Chris Ghosn

NEWS
Christmas Dinner 2010
The Xmas Dinner was well attended with 2 tables’ worth of hungry members gathering to eat and talk. A heck of a lot of hot
air was expended through the evening, but we still managed to chew through almost everything served to us. I think I’m
developing a taste for the shredded beef dish! Ed. We were even honoured by the presence of Warren ‘The Guru’
Hackshall who is a recent retiree. Hope to see more of him at club events in the near future.
Raffle
The Daiwa Caprice 1500 spinning reel has now been mated to a nice ultra-light rod purchased from Al’s Tackle Store. It’s a
sweet UL combo. Remember – you can only buy the tickets for this draw in person, at Bass Sydney meetings and selected
events (like work days). Only 3 months until the draw… get your tickets!
Regatta Centre outing December 18th
Unfortunately this outing was somewhat marred by high winds which made it very difficult for any unpowered craft. Not as
many fish were caught this time round. Next time!
Williams R BassCatch November 2010
As already been reported, the November BassCatch was a bit of a washout. To give you some idea of the conditions, here
are some pictures taken during my weekend there –
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Bridge over the Williams (Pic: D. Sanegor)

Chichester Dam was full! (Pic: D. Sanegor)

Lane Cove R BassCatch January 29th
A lovely afternoon met with a record turnout on the day. 13 starters including a visitor from HNBAA fished for about 5hrs
for 21 bass. The sizes ranged from 195mm to 318mm. No monsters, but it shows a strong year class of fish in the mid200’s. We had pleasant conditions, a high barometer, good water clarity, but the LCR is still a tough river to fish with 5
anglers that did not land a fish. Alan Fowkes shows his class with the largest of the day.
We got a look at Dave Parker’s new barge, a Hobie Pro Angler!! That’s a serious kayak and I’m sure the river rose an inch
or 2 when Dave wheeled it on to the water! Green with envy! The Ed.
The anglers that turned up were rewarded by a sausage sizzle, beer, tea & coffee and choccy biscuits when the fishing was
done. Our new BBQ was christened in a most satisfactory fashion. Thanks Milton!
Some pix –

Hawkesbury-Nepean BassCatch February 19 & 20
The usual briefing will be held during our February GM on Feb 8th and again on the Friday of the BassCatch weekend (the
18th ) at our new campsite, the Riverside Ski Park. Members should have received an e-mail from Bill Raffle with the details
& cost. The Wollondilly Bass Club will be organising & conducting their own BassCatch on Reaches 1 & 2. It doesn’t
mean that anyone can’t fish Reach 1 & 2 if you like. We should get some idea if the new fishways are working in the
reaches above Penrith this time. Register via the Bass Sydney website.
MacDonald R BassCatch January 15 & 16, 2011
3 Bass Sydney members joined the Springwood boys on the MacDonald R for the second BassCatch on this river. They
were greeted by dirty water, but a few fish were caught. The numbers –
No. of anglers:
14
Total No. of fish:
117
Largest bass:
365mm (Keith Audrey)
Best 5 fish:
Keith Audrey (1385mm)
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ABC Landline program
The ABC is filming on the Hawkesbury-Nepean catchment for an upcoming episode “following environmental stories along
the river”. These stories are supposed to be linked by a group of “Source to the Sea” paddlers travelling the length of the
river. The individual stories that will be touched on include various landcare groups, farmers, riparian management, nutrient
control, oyster farmers, commercial fishers, catchment management and… BASS FISHERS ! Through a connection with
the Hawkesbury-Nepean Catchment Management Authority, Garry Blount organised BMNDAA & Bass Sydney members to
be filmed by the Landline crew doing some C&R bass fishing on the MacDonald R on the afternoon of Sunday, February 6th.
Around half a dozen from each club turned up to be depicted as bass fishers on a “survey” representing our 23 years of
BassCatch surveys on the river. After a record week of sweltering temperatures, it was a wet, windy southerly change that
preceded the film crew’s arrival. Only a couple of fish were caught while they were there, but luckily Garry had caught a
few earlier in the day and had them caged in preparation. The fishing was actually excellent earlier in the day. A group of
BMNDAA boys fished the upper, upper MacDonald for a swag of fish between them in the morning.
The story may be a “longer than average” segment on Landline. We will be informed via the HNCMA when the episode is
scheduled to be aired.
OK! Everybody get ready for filming! Bass fishos meet” Source to Sea” paddlers. Arrow shows cameraman in place (Pics: A. Thamm)

Big Bass pix
A few members have scored incredible landmark bass this season. Dave Claydon has reached the heady heights of the “500
Club” with an amazing 500mm bass not from some secret creek on the North Coast, but from our home waters of the
Nepean! It was taken on a chatterbait. Our Mr Fishing, Ashley Thamm, almost reached that mark with a handsome 490mm
bass from the Coffs area on, you guessed it, a Sammy. Alan Izzard also scored a 485mm bass from the Macleay R in
November, but unfortunately did not get a photo.
Dave’s 500 (Pic: C. Ghosn)
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Angler access to TSR’s in the Western Division of NSW
As reported in the last Battler, we are lobbying the State government to amend the strange & worrying issue of access to
Travelling Stock Routes/Reserves (TSR’s) in the Western Division of NSW. A letter has been written & sent to both the
Premier of NSW and the Leader of the Opposition.
Snowy River
Victorian parliamentarian Craig Ingram was elected about 10yrs ago on the Snowy R environmental flow platform. He was
also a founding member of NFA Far East Gippsland branch. He has had 2 articles printed in recent months on the topic of
the Snowy. One in “Issue 99 Jul-Sep 2010 of Australian Geographic” and the other in “Number 61 Spring 2010 FlyLife
Australia & New Zealand”. I must get hold of those articles somehow!. Ed.
HS Tham, Editor
A couple of months ago, Alan Fowkes went houseboating on the Clarence R. Not quite the “idyllic” week he had envisaged when he set off….

IDYLL DAZE
“Idyll Daze”, that was the name of our
Clarence River houseboat, and that was
largely what we had.
Before heading up to Brushgrove on the
Clarence River I had dreamt of steaming up to
Copmanhurst with my tinnie following
sedately behind our waterborne home and
chasing some bass. Perhaps when we tired of
catching them we would head downstream to
Maclean and chase some estuary jewies?
What about EP’s around Sportsman’s Creek
or in the South Arm? All eminently do-able
so I am told.
After our week on the houseboat I read the
Far North Coast report in NSW Fishing Monthly. Apparently, “typical November-December weather brings calm mornings
followed by brisk north-easterlies blowing into … storm clouds … rolling coastward by mid to late afternoon”. Mmmm,
perhaps we should have read this before we made our booking.
In our case, the calm mornings were generally over and done by 8am and “brisk” would seem to be an understatement for
the winds experienced. Add to that, the seriously turbid water generated by heavy rains in the preceding weeks and the
fishing conditions could readily be described as less than ideal. Had we swallowed our pride and resorted to bait we may
have caught bucket loads, but we are dedicated lure (or perhaps just plain) “tossers”. We caught stuff all to speak of. The 4
decent hits I had for the week (admittedly, we didn’t brave the wind very often or for very long) resulted in dropped fish or
unexplained knot failures in equal proportion. Some trips are diamonds ….
On the bright side, we did find some excellent water for future trips and can confirm that a houseboat holiday would be
excellent in the right conditions. We also honed our euchre skills and undertook some fine wine (and beer, and port)
tastings.
Frustrated at the lack of fish we made the decision to head inland for a couple of nights and one day’s fishing at Copeton
Dam – a place neither of us had fished before.
On arrival (in the rain) the manager offered us some advice on the most likely fishing areas as well as the news that his wife
had picked up a 63cm cod the previous afternoon. He also confirmed the weather report for the next few days – nor’ east
winds and showers. The storm that night confirmed the predictions.
The next morning, hanging around the verandah of our cabin (in the rain), we had a chat with another staff member who
turned out to be the father of Jamie Flett – maker of the iconic timber “Mudeye” lures. At least if we failed to fish we could
(and did) do some more lure collecting in the kiosk!
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When the rain stopped and the cloud lifted appreciably around the middle of the day we made a bolt for the boat ramp. We
were keen to get the boat in the water and get some fishing in while we could. The 20 minute wait while last night’s rain
drained out of the hull chaffed….
Eventually on the water we fished some excellent structure for no result until our fading electric motor forced us into a
relatively high speed outboard powered trolling session. In flat and featureless country I took a solid hit on a 90mm
Boomerang followed by some strong head shakes. A heavy weight on an arcing run followed and had me calling it for a
reasonable cod. The eventual prize though was a solid catfish that had wrapped itself up the leader and came in sideways
exaggerating it’s actual weight of around 5–6lb.
For those of you who don’t know, eel tailed catfish
(tandanus tandanus) are rarely caught on lures
except in their breeding season of Nov/Dec when
they zealously guard their nest. The term “nest” is a
literal usage – the catfish clear an area of stream or
lake bed and surround it with a ring of stones. Any
intruders on this egg laying area are strongly
discouraged! If you keep your eyes open in clear
water streams you will see these nests.
Interestingly, I’ve caught a number of cod on this
particular pattern Boomerang and always considered
it to be a “natural” pattern. Looking at it now pinned
to the outside of a catfish mouth it looks decidedly
like a catfish pattern. Who’d be a cattie in cod
water!
We finished the session with some weak hits from what were probably small redfin and a wet bum from the next heavy
shower, but I at least went home happy. A cattie on a lure is always a worthwhile capture.
Alan Fowkes
Member David Rivett sent us some pix of impressive bass taken from a couple of SE Qld streams when he was on holidays up there recently. Great that he
managed to avoid the flooding rains AND catch quality fish from what were not big rivers. He also got a lovely cod, which he thinks is a Mary R Cod. This
is his short description of the cod capture…

SE Qld Mary R Cod
We packed up the car with rods & dogs & headed over to friends Damo & Kate’s place for dinner with the plan to fish a spot
for Cod & large bass on the way home after night fall. Dinner was a 5kg Snapper with a secret stuffing & sauce. OMG! It
was fantastic! I need to get that recipe. Dinner was done & now it is was time to head to the fishing spot & try to catch my
first Cod & PB Bass. We park the car & Kate & the dogs lounge in the car as Damo & I set off with head light on, rods in
hand to the fishing spot. I had just bought a new lure that I thought would be great for Cod & large bass. I tied the new lure
on & was ready to go. My first cast hit the water upstream about 25 to 30 meters away from the bridge pylon that we were
standing on. I started retrieving the new lure & was very happy with the lure’s action & rod tip movement. It got to about 5
to 10 meters away from the bridge pylon & I started thinking in my head where I will cast to next. I was only 2 to 3 winds
away from bring the lure out of the water when BANG!!! I was on! The fish had hit the lure right at the edge of the Bridge
Pylon. Rod tip up, I had to get this fish out from under the pylon. After the first two or three powerful kicks from the fish I
was lucky, as I got control & was able to head the fish out to the deeper water. I start to think as the fish was coming to the
surface, have I got a PB bass or my first Cod? It was a Cod!!!! I could not believe that from the first cast of the night and on
the new lure, we have already caught a Cod. Next call was where is the net?! “S**t it’s in the car!” So Damo ran off to the
car to get the net. As I was waiting for Damo to return, the cod had settled at the surface with a gentle swimming action.
Woo! No one will be able to get this smile off my face. Damo arrived back with the net & we were able to get the cod out
of the water without harm. Photo time. We placed the cod back into the water & as before, the cod gently swam back into
the deep. We kept fishing for the next 45mins to an hour, but no more fish. Pack up & headed home. What a night!
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Most of us will always remember our first Cod and this was a nice one. Congratulations David! Very nice! With a smile like this, its
probably permanently etched into your face!! Also a very nice bass, pushing 40cm –

David Rivett

Next Meeting February 8th, 7:30pm
Northmead Bowling Club. BassCatch
briefing.
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Thanks to our great sponsors:

Dreamfish:

Dream it See it Catch it
Buzzbaits & Spinnerbaits hand-made locally in the Blue Mountains.
www.dreamfish.com.au
www.webstore.dreamfish.com.au

Want to catch that Bass of the lifetime? Do you know which lure to use? Well look no further. This is the #1 Bass fishing iPad or iPhone app
on the market. You will be asked a series of questions about the where you are going to fish and the environmental conditions. Based on your selections will
determine what lure type we recommend you use. Link - http://ax.itunes.apple.com/au/app/catchabass/id376335239?mt=8

Al’s tackle store:

Acute Printing:
Specialising in digital printing for small & home based businesses. Business Cards , Leaflets, Price Lists,
Catalogues, small run books, etc. Ph: 96533800 Website: www.acuteprinting.com.au
E-mail: alan@acuteprinting.com.au
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